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The multi-institutional collaborative center for plasma edge simulation (CPES) has 
been launched in the USA under the SciDAC (Scientific Discovery through Advanced 
Computing) Fusion Simulation Program. This is a multi-disciplinary effort among 
physicists, applied mathematicians, and computer scientists from 15 national 
laboratories and universities.  Its goal is to perform first principles simulations on 
plasma transport in the edge region from the top of the pedestal to the scrape-
off/divertor regions bounded by a material wall, and to predict L-H transition, pedestal 
buildup, ELM crashes, scrape-off transport and divertor heat load.  As a major part of 
the effort, a PIC gyrokinetic edge code XGC is constructed.  The gyrokinetic edge 
code XGC is coupled to a nonlinear edge MHD/2fluid code (M3D and NIMROD) to 
predict the cycle of pedestal buildup and ELM crash. 

The magnetic geometry includes the realistic separatrix, X-point, open field lines 
and material wall.  In the first phase of this effort, the electrostatic version of the PIC 
gyrokinetic code XGC-1 has been built, to be extended into an electromagnetic version 
soon in the next phase. XGC-1 includes the gyrokinetic ions, electrons, and Monte 
Carlo neutrals with wall recycling. Since the ions have non-Maxwellian distribution 
function in the edge, as demonstrated in XGC, a full-f ion technique is used.  Electrons 
are, though, handled with a mixed-f technique: the full-f technique for neoclassical and 
adiabatic or delta-f split-weight techniques for turbulence physics. The mixed-f electron 
approach used in XGC is new, successfully integrating the neoclassical and turbulence 
physics.  Recent progress and results on neoclassical and electrostatic turbulence 
transports will be reported, which includes the pedestal buildup by neutral ionization, 
density pedestal width scaling, electrostatic potential and plasma flow distributions in 
the pedestal and scrape-off, and other important physical effects in the pedestal/scrape-
off region. First coupling of the gyrokinetic code XGC with the two-fluid MHD code 
M3D will show pedestal buildup-ELM crash process. XGC also includes the magnetic 
ripple and neutral beam heating effects.  
 


